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8.1 Review of the Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges Policy 
FIN-PL 520 

 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 
Purpose 

To recommend to Council the adoption of the amended FIN-PL 520 – Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates 
and Charges Policy. 
 
Summary 

The draft Policy has been amended to enable the voluntary rebate provided by Council to be 
extended to eligible pensioners in receipt of Total Physical Incapacity (TPI) pension and the 
Extreme Disablement Adjustment (EDA) pension from the Department of Veterans Affairs after 
they have reached the accepted retiring age. This will accord with Council’s Policy objective of 
providing an equitable policy of rate, domestic waste management and interest rebates to 
pensioners whilst ensuring that the provision of such does not become a burden on other 
ratepayers. 

The proposed amendments to the policy were placed on public exhibition for comment and no 
submissions were received during this time in respect of extending the policy to enable the 
voluntary rebate provided by Council to be granted to owners who have reached the accepted 
retirement age and who receive the TPI or EDA pension from the Department of Veteran Affairs. 
Fourteen letters were received prior to the exhibition period, and one during the exhibition period 
pertaining to pensioners rebates in general, which have been treated as submissions. 
 
Financial Impact 

The total cost to Council of extending the voluntary rates rebates to the abovementioned classes of 
pensioners will increase by approximately $8,000 in 2011/2012 and $16,500 thereafter. However, 
due to a lower than budgeted increase in the number of eligible pensioners this change will have 
no net impact on Council’s budget. 

Policy Impact 

The proposed change will enable the extension of the Policy to those pensioners who are in receipt 
of the TPI or EDA Pensions from the Department of Veteran Affairs. 

 

RECOMMENDATION OF GENERAL MANAGER  

That: 

A. Council extend the voluntary rebate to eligible pensioners in receipt of TPI or EDA pension 
and the Extreme Disablement Adjustment (EDA) pension from the Department of Veterans 
Affairs. 

B. The amended Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges Policy be adopted. 
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REPORT  

 
Background 

The Rebate was originally authorised by Council on 14 August 1984. The purpose of the policy is 
to provide an equitable policy of rate, domestic waste management and interest rebates to 
pensioners whilst ensuring that the provision of such does not become a burden on other 
ratepayers. 

Mandatory Rebate 

Under Section 575(3a) of the Local Government Act 1993 a rebate not to exceed $250 applies to 
all eligible pensioners for rates and charges for domestic waste management. 

Council receives a Pensioner Concession Subsidy of 55% of all concessions granted for a rating 
year. The subsidy represents State funding. Council funds the balance of 45% of the mandatory 
pensioner concessions granted. 

Currently there are 7,459 ratepayers who are eligible pensioners for this rebate at a total cost of 
$1,832,837.  

Warringah Council Funding (45%) $824,777 

State Funding (55%) $1,008,060 

Total $1,832,837 

 

Voluntary Rebates 

Under the current Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges Policy (FIN-PL 520) there are two 
voluntary rebate components: 

A voluntary pensioner rebate of Rates and Charges to a maximum amount as determined in 
Council’s Strategic Community Plan (currently $150) be granted to eligible pensioners who have 
not reached the accepted male retirement age, to owners in receipt of the blind pension, to owners 
who have reached the accepted retirement age who receive the Carer Payment and to owners 
who have reached the accepted retirement age and continue to receive the Disability Support 
Pension. 

There are currently 787 eligible pensioners who receive this rebate. 

Warringah Council Funding (100%) $116,058 

A voluntary rebate to ratepayers who are eligible pensioners of the Domestic Waste Management 
Usage Charge as determined in Council’s Strategic Community Plan which is currently $31.00. 
There are currently 7,459 eligible pensioners who receive this rebate. 

Warringah Council Funding (100%) $222,685 

Total Warringah Council Funding (Mandatory & Voluntary rebates) $1,163,520 
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Analysis of the Average Number of Ratepayers Entitled to the Voluntary Rebate 

Between 2000/2001 and 2008/2009 there was an increase of approximately 71% in the number of 
pensioners who are eligible for the voluntary pensioner rates rebate. Since 2008/09 to date there 
has been an increase of 8.8% in the number of pensioners who are eligible for the voluntary 
pensioner rates rebate which is slightly lower than the budgeted increase for this period. 

Year Start of Year  Added Deleted End of Year 

2012 (YTD) 825 59 97 787 

2011 791 236 202 825 

2010 723 266 198 791 

2009  711 119 107 723 

2008 727 189 205 711 

2007 668 133 74 727 

2006 585 111 28 668 

2005 554 112 81 585 

2004 486 122 54 554 

2003 427 133 74 486 

2002 396 91 60 427 

2001 399 78 81 396 

 

The following is a breakdown of the number of pensioners currently receiving the voluntary 
rates rebate by pension type: 

 

Pension Type Number 

Centrelink  

Blind 87 

Carer’s  80 

Disability (DSP) 362 

New Start 47 

Single Parent (SPP) 120 

Widows 24 

Aged Women between 64 and 65 22 

Department of Veterans Affairs  

Totally & Permanently Incapacitated & Extreme Disablement Adjustment for 
pensioners yet to reach the accepted retirement age under the policy 

22 

Service 23 

Total 787 
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Other Councils 

The following Councils offer a similar rebate: 

Council Rates Domestic Waste 
Management Charge 

Pittwater $150 Nil 

Mosman (applies only to War Veterans) $125 Nil 

Manly (off Environmental Levy) $20-$30 Nil 

Ku-ring-gai  (11% off total Rates &  Charges) Approx $120 Nil 

Hornsby (off Infrastructure Levy only) $20 Nil 

Hornsby (off Quarry Special Levy only) $10 Nil 

 

Extension of the policy to all eligible pensioners receiving the Totally and Permanently 
Incapacitated pension (TPI) and the Extreme Disablement Adjustment pension (EDA), after 
they have reached the accepted male retirement age. 

The difficulties for eligible pensioners, who have reached the accepted male retirement age, but 
continue to live with a severe disability or medical condition caused or aggravated by war service 
has been highlighted. To date Council has received eleven letters regarding pensioners who have 
lost the voluntary rebate under the current policy, as they have reached the male retiring age.   

Based on current estimates, if the policy was amended to extend the voluntary rates rebate to the 
abovementioned classes of pensioners, additional annual funding of $16,500 (based on 110 
eligible pensioners who have already reached the accepted male retirement age but receive TPI or 
EDA Pension from the Department of Veterans’ Affairs), would be required by Council. 

Financial Impact 

The total cost to Council of extending the voluntary rates rebates to the abovementioned classes of 
pensioners will increase by approximately $8,000 in 2011/2012 and $16,500 thereafter. However, 
due to a lower than budgeted increase in the number of eligible pensioners this change will have 
no net impact on Council’s budget. 

Consultation 

Council placed the amended policy on public exhibition from 17 December 2011 to 27 January 
2012. 

Eleven letters were received prior to the exhibition period directly relating to the TPI and EDA 
pensions issued by the Department of Veteran Affairs, which were treated as submissions. 

Three letters were received prior to the exhibition period from eligible pensioners who had 
previously been receiving a Disability Support Pension (DSP) from Centrelink, but were advised to 
change to an Age pension by Centrelink, as they had reached retirement age. As we are unable to 
distinguish the circumstances of eligible pensioners receiving the Age pension, it is not possible to 
extend the policy to pensioners who may be subject to these circumstances. 

We also received one letter during the exhibition period, which we have treated as a submission 
from a pensioner receiving the war widow pension from the Department of Veterans Affairs. 
Unfortunately in order to be eligible for either the mandatory or voluntary rebate, a pensioner must 
hold a current Pensioner Concession Card, which this pensioner does not hold. 
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Policy Impact 

The proposed change will enable the extension of the Policy to those pensioners who are in receipt 
of the TPI or EDA Pensions from the Department of Veteran Affairs after they have reached the 
accepted male retirement age. 

 

Chief Financial Officer 
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FIN-PL 520 – Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges Policy 

 

1.  The purpose of this policy is 

To provide an equitable policy of rates, domestic waste management and interest rebates 
to pensioners whilst ensuring that the provision of such does not become a burden on 
other ratepayers. 

 
2. Policy statement 

Where payment of rates and charges would cause hardship, eligible pensioners can apply 
for a rebate to a maximum amount as determined by the Minister for Local Government or 
as determined in Council’s Strategic Community Plan. 

 
3.  Principles 

This policy applies to eligible pensioners and is pursuant to Chapter 15, Part 8, Division 1 
of the Local Government Act 1993. 
 
• A mandatory rebate of Rates and Charges to the maximum amount determined by the 

Minister of Local Government. 

• A voluntary pensioner rebate of Rates and Charges to a maximum amount as  
determined in Council’s Strategic Community Plan be granted to eligible pensioners 
who have not reached the accepted male retirement age, to owners in receipt of the 
blind pension, to owners who have reached the accepted male retirement age and 
continue to receive either the Carer Payment or Disability Support Pension from 
Centrelink or either the Totally and Permanently Incapacitated (TPI) Pension or the 
Extreme Disablement Adjustment (EDA) Pension from the Department of Veteran 
Affairs. 

• A voluntary pensioner rebate of the Domestic Waste Management Usage Charge as 
determined in Council’s Strategic Community Plan. This amount is adjusted annually 
in line with adjustments to minimum usage charge. 

• Where an owner becomes an eligible pensioner after the commencement of a 
quarterly billing period the rebate can be claimed from the start of the next quarterly 
billing period. 

• Where a ratepayer ceases to qualify as an eligible pensioner, or sells the property to 
which the rebate relates, they will not be entitled to receive a rebate after the end of 
the quarterly billing period in which they ceased to be eligible. Therefore, if they were 
granted a pensioner rebate in advance that they are no longer entitled to, it will be 
charged back to their rate account for the period pertaining to their ineligibility.  

• Where in Council’s opinion payment of Rates and Charges would cause hardship, 
eligible pensioners over the accepted male retirement age may be allowed to accrue 
Rates and Charges against their estate.  

• Interest charges are to accrue on overdue Rates and Charges on a daily basis in 
accordance with s566 of the Act. Accrued interest is to be applied to assessments on 
a weekly basis subject to procedures for issuing Notices. 

• Payment of the debt is to be made on the future sale or transfer of the property. 

• Pensioner reference numbers determines eligibility for concessions. 
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• Validation of pensioner reference numbers will be carried out at least three times per 
year, or as required in line with Centrelink guidlines. 

• Reversal of rebates will be made as required by the Local Government Act 1993. 

• From the 1/7/99 an application for pensioner concessions must be made in the year 
the Rate or Charge is levied. An eligible pensioner making an application outside of 
this period will be entitled to a rebate of Rates and Charges for the whole of the 
current year only. 

4. Amendments 

The Rebate of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges FIN-PL 520 was last amended on 25 
August 2009. 
 
This policy will be due for review on 31 December 2014. 

 
5. Authorisation 

Policy No. FIN-PL 520 Rebate of Pensioner’s Rates and Charges Policy was authorised 
by Council on 31.5.1995. 
 

 
6. Who is responsible for implementing this policy? 

Chief Financial Officer 
 
7. Document owner 

Deputy General Manager - Corporate Services 
 

8. TRIM  

DC00028 – Policy Register for Council 
 
9. Legislation and references 

Chapter 15, Part 8, Division 1 of the Local Government Act 1993 (Section 575). 
 
Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 – REG 134 - 136 
 
Warringah Council Strategic Community Plan 
 

9.1. Definitions 

 None. 

 


